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Lasttime:we discussed enveloping algebras,

universal envel. alg., tensor algebras, symmetric

algebras. For most of this discussion, A is any

field, L is any lie algebra ever A, V is any

A-vector space.

Recall motivation:the
universal envel-alg. U(L) ofL

will give an
associative unital algebra whose repas are

"The same" as reps,
and from which we can construct

all L-repus



· Anwingalgebra (for is a pair

(A,d) where Ais an (associative unital) algebra,

4:L+Ais a linear map
with k((x,y)) =d(x)4(y) - 4(x)4(x)

XX,eL

A morphism (A,K) -18,4) is an alg-morphism
-

f:A +8 such
thatA s t commutes.

d
Det. 1nvelopingalgebra (for 2) is an
-

initialobjectinthe categoryofenvel algebras.E
an objectwitha uniquemorphism to any other object.en



How to constructsuch an initial object(from lasttime):
992) 9' T2(2) TY(t)

LetT(4) =A *L0((e))-(Lee)...
be the tensor algebra ofh (with productgivenbye)

form 5 as the two-sided ideal ofTCL

generated bythe set[xxy-yex-(x,x7/ x,y+L]
intersectionofall ideals containingthe set

Now letUCL
**T(L)/5 and leti =2+U(L)

be the linear map
formed by composing

T

7 ='(4<T(4) and T() -1(L)



withfrom lasttime (UCL),
i) is a universal

enveloping algebra for L, and every other unir.

envelopalg- for L is uniquely is omorphic to (M(L), i)

-xIfL is abelian then 5 = (xex-xex(xx+L)
and UCL)=S(L)= the symmetric algebra on L

Goals for today:
understand the structure
-

ofUIL), show e.g.
thati:1+ 4(2)

is injective.



W(L*"T(r)/(xxy -xx - (x,y))x,yzL)
-

some related notation:
-I

LetTm*+"(4 =Tir) -T'(e.-*T(L) and

def
k=0 quotient

4=0 and tim* T(Tm) where I:T(l ->W(r

Clearlyum: Un
Umen and Um=Umt

so we can
define a vector space gi Um /Um- and

setOIL)
?O O FUCL. There is a well-

m?0

defined associative bilinearmap oxgh - youth so

we can view O(L) as a graded associative algebra.



There is also a subjective linear map T(L) + G(L) =4mMm-

given bysumming
all ofthe maps

quotient
4m:T*(2)-Um-g =um/4m+

Thismap is subjective because i(Tm)Tma) =UmiUm-

Lemma the map o
=0Om is an algebra morphism
n=0

-

T(L) - 0(L) with 4(1)
=

0 where I =(xxx-xexx,xe27

so Idescends to an algebra morphism [(L)
=T())I+ 6).



If Letx =x,e --xm =Tr(2) and y =y,e..XnT)

Then 4(xx) =4(x)4(y) so is an algebra morphism.
11 12

&x(x)
=4m(x)4nIY)

for and XIXEL we have
I(Xey-yex)eUz but

↑(xxy - xex) =π((x,y)) -U, so
itfollows that

d(xxx-yex) = U,/n, =0 so I skerd. 8

This lemma leads to the following fundamental
result:

-my(powthm] The algebra morphism
w:S(L)+6(L)

induced byd is an isanorphism.

retailed proofis in the textbook... (skip in lecture)



we are more interested in the consequences ofthe plow thin.

Car. LetW be a subspace ofTMIL). Suppose the

quotientmap Tr(L) -> SYCL) sends W isanorphically

onto S*CL). Then Um =hm- * T(W).

/what is S"(r)?This justthe image ofTM(L) under the Iquotientmap T(4) -> SCL). We have S(L) =OmroS"(L)L quotient

B. Consider the diagram
5*) *-Un-Or=UmlUmt

W

The lemma andnew
thin quotient] g"(2)-

imply that this diagram
commutes,

so as wis an
isomorphism, the

bottom two maps mustsend w

isomorphically onto die. Note:Un-
is kernel of Un+6M.]f



for the mapi:2- T(L)*UIL) is injective.

P.Ifwe take w =T'(L) =2 then the quotientmap

T(H) ->5(2) sends wisomorphically onto s'() =4'(L)

so prev corollary implies
thatI (L)04o= iCL)*A =U

so iCL) is complementary to me in 2,
and Iis injectives

Can If (2, i)
is anyuniversal enveloping algebra for L

then iis injective.

(because all Univ.envalg. are 8



Cor Suppose X, X2, X3, .- is an ordered basis fort.

Then a basis for UIL) is provided byall elements

(A) Xi, XinXis ... Xim*(Xi,XinQ--exim)
where iso and i siss-Sim.

(In this setting the case m
=0 contributes the unit1.7

Call the setofelems (1) thebasisofUIL)



↑Letw be the subspace of TM(L) spanned by

the PEW basis elements of degree m. Then W is

mapped is omaphically onto SM(L) and so the

corollaryabove implies that(w) is complementary
to Um-1 in Um. Bx

induction on m, itfollows that

the POW basis spans UIL) and is
linearly independent

Ex. X,.Xz =x,Xz but

x2x,
=x,oxz +(X2,x) =x,xz

+E9ixi for some aie.
me

eL =A-san[tr,x2,...]



Car suppose It is a subalgebra of L with

an ordered basis (h.,hu,--) thatcan be extended

to a basis of L by adding (Xx2,..).Then

the inclusion AGL extends to an injective

algebra morphism ((H) <M(L) and UCL)
is

a free z(A)-module with
basis given bythe PEW basis

elements only involving X, x2,x3,.--

4) Clear from
the description ofthe PEW basis or



eliealgebras - analogous to free groups

Suppose our Lie algebra L is generated bya set X,

meaning X <L and there is no proper lie subalgebra

containing X.

Pet Lis free on X iffor any map 4:xeM
-

where i is a lie algebra, there
exists a unique

Lie als. Morphism 4:
It such that

xa commutes.
inclusions,4



usual universal propertyarguments show thatany

two Lie algebras thatare free on isomorphic sets
en

are isomorphic (same size sets)

Given a set X, how to form a free Lie alg.on X?

① Let V be a vector space with Xas basis.

② form tensor algebra TIV) viewed as a lie algebra

with [ab]=ab-ba.

③ LetL be the Lie subalgebra ofTIV) generated by x.

clam this gives a free Lie algebrad on X.



P Suppose 4:X+ M is a map with M

a lie algebra. Firstextend to to a linear map

v + m < u(m). Then canonically extend this to

algebra morphism (CV) -> U(M), and restrict

this to a lie algebra morphism. (Some details leftto
check] 8

rIf L is free on X and R

is the ideal ofgenerated by some elements [fil;+1]

thenwe call (/R = (x1+, =0 vjeI) the

Lie algebra generated byX with relations fi =0.


